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Abstract

This paper presents a new onboard-implementable, real-time convex op-

timization based powered descent guidance algorithm for planetary pinpoint

landing. Earlier work provided the theoretical basis of convexification, the

equivalent representation of the fuel-optimal pinpoint landing trajectory op-

timization problem with non-convex control constraints as a convex optimiza-

tion problem. Once the trajectory optimization problem is convexified, Interior

Point Method (IPM) algorithms can be used to solve the problem to global op-

timality. Though having this guarantee of convergence motivated earlier con-

vexification results, there were no real-time IPM algorithms available for the

computation of optimal trajectories on flight computers. This paper presents

the first such algorithm developed for onboard use and flight-tested on a ter-

restrial rocket with NASA JPL and the NASA Flight Opportunities Program

in 2013. First, earlier convexification results are summarized and the resulting

Second-Order-Cone-Programming (SOCP) problem for fuel-optimal trajectory

optimization is presented. Then, the proposed, fairly generic, SOCP IPM algo-

rithm is presented in detail with an overview of the customization process for

real-time computations. Customization exploits a specific problem structure

to increase the computational speed, which is shown to decrease run times by

2-3 orders of magnitude in many applications. A new convexification result for

maximal divert trajectories with active velocity constraints is also presented

herein.
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1 Introduction

The recent successes of the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) have rekindled interest

for planetary powered descent guidance. Powered descent is a phase of planetary

landing that takes a vehicle from kilometers above the surface to near zero speed

near the surface [1–3]. Earlier research [4, 5] showed that the ability to generate

optimal Powered Descent (PD) guidance trajectories onboard and in real-time can

significantly enhance a vehicle’s landing accuracy, thus allowing for pinpoint landings

(landings within several hundred meters of a target) [6]. Such improvements in landing

accuracy can enable a new class of exciting missions to currently inaccessible landing

sites, such as valleys and craters on Mars. Powered Descent Guidance (PDG) is

fundamentally a constrained [7] optimal control problem [8–11], and the goal is to

quickly and reliably solve this problem onboard a lander.

Several computationally efficient, suboptimal algorithms have been developed for

PDG [12–16]. However, explicitly considering mission and vehicle constraints is crit-

ical for long diverts; otherwise, approximate methods can produce trajectories that

vehicles cannot track, or that are unsafe to track (e.g., by throttling below a minimum

safe threshold or requiring subsurface fight) [8–10]. An optimal control methodology

that includes all of the relevant constraints for PDG is obtained via lossless convex-

ification, which is the conversion of non-convex optimization problems with specific

structure into convex ones [8–10, 17–19]. Once convexified, Interior Point Methods

(IPMs) can be used to find the global optimum with polynomial-time complexity,

guaranteed convergence for feasible problems, and without the need for an initial fea-

sible trajectory to seed the optimization [20–22]. All of these characteristics are ideal

for onboard implementation.

Thus, an onboard IPM solver is needed that can find solutions to the PDG in real-

time. This paper first presents an effective IPM algorithm that has undergone nearly

a decade of verification, and a customization methodology [23–25] that improves

runtimes for onboard implementation. While other general IPM solvers are developed

in the literature, the one in this paper is presented because of its rich verification

history and because it forms the basis of the real-time custom IPM solver that is

flight tested. Custom IPM solvers take full advantage of a specific problem structure

to significantly reduce the number of mathematical operations and computational
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branches used by the solver’s executable [23,24,26,27]. The latter point is critical for

the verification of flight software, as each branch must be verified to ensure that no

corner cases can stall execution. Note that the customization process described here

can be applied to other IPM algorithms. The convexified PDG problem has been

successfully and repeatedly flight tested on a terrestrial vertical take-off and landing

rocket [28–30] utilizing a customized IPM solver, with test flight data and verification

methods presented in a companion paper [31].

In addition, earlier convexification results [8–10,19,32] do not ensure that the convex-

ification is lossless for trajectories with simultaneously active thrust pointing [9] and

velocity upper bound constraints. Active state constraints, such as velocity bounds,

complicate the form of Pontryagin’s Maximum principle [33–35] used in proofs, thus

making it difficult to establish a very general convexification theory with active state

constraints. In [8, 10], the first lossless convexification results are established with-

out incorporating thrust pointing constraints. These results are generalized to the

case with thrust pointing constraints in [9]. In these results, the convexification is

shown to be lossless for optimal trajectories without active state constraints or with

momentarily active state constraints (on a finite number of time instances). In [19],

these results are extended to optimal trajectories with active velocity constraints on

finite time intervals. Finally, the theory is extended to allow for continuously active

polytopic state constraints in [32]. Therefore, the second contribution of this paper is

to present an extension of lossless convexification for trajectories with simultaneously

active velocity bound constraints and thrust pointing constraints. This extension is

important because the results for the test flights in 2013 [29,36] make use of trajecto-

ries that are simultaneously limited by speed and thrust direction. More specifically,

the test rocket was at its maximum velocity for more than 75% of its descent [31].

Thus, the theory presented herein is necessary to guarantee that the optimal solutions

to the convexified PDG problem demonstrated in the test flights are also optimal for

the original PDG problem.

Finally, it is not sufficient for the PDG algorithm to be fast on a modern desktop

processor. The PDG problem must be rapidly solved on a radiation-hardened flight

processor. Such “rad hard” processors are significantly slower and have architectural

differences that make them more robust to radiation-induced damage. For example, a

state-of-the-art flight processor has a clock speed of 200 MHz - an order of magnitude
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slower than the average desktop processor. As a result, the runtimes of the customized

PDG algorithm are characterized on a BAE RAD750 flight processor. Runtimes on

the order of 0.7 s are achieved, indicating the appropriateness of the PDG algorithm

for on-board implementation on rad-hard processors.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a summary of PD guidance prob-

lem formulation; Section 3 describes the real-time IPM algorithm used; Section 4

describes the automated solver generation for real-time implementation; Section 5

established the proof of lossless convexification with active velocity and thrust point-

ing constraints; Section 6 presents simulated numerical results; Section 6.6.3 presents

experimental solver timing results on flight-like processors; and Section 7 summarizes

the conclusions of this research.

2 Fuel-Optimal PDG for Planetary Pinpoint Land-

ing

This section summarizes the formulation of the optimal control problem for fuel-

optimal Powered Descent Guidance (PDG) along with earlier convexification results

[8–10, 19]. The section concludes with the discretization of the convex optimal con-

trol problem, which produces a finite-dimensional Second Order Cone Programming

(SOCP) problem [21]. This material is needed for the extended convexification results

with active constraints.

2.1 Review of the Fuel-Optimal PDG Problem Formulation

The PDG problem is a finite-time horizon optimal control problem where fuel-optimal

trajectories are sought that satisfy the relevant state and control constraints imposed

by the vehicle capabilities and mission requirements. We assume that: (i) the only

forces acting on the vehicle are due to the control thrust and gravity (i.e., there are

negligible aerodynamic forces - particularly true on Mars due to its low atmospheric

density), (ii) the vehicle is sufficiently close to the surface to warrant a flat planet

model, where the acceleration due to gravity is constant, and (iii) the vehicle’s at-
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titude control is of sufficiently high bandwidth that the translational and rotational

dynamics can be decoupled. As a consequence of the last assumption, we do not

include the attitude dynamics into the formulation, and assume that any lander ori-

entation needed to obtain the desired thrust vector can be obtained instantaneously.

The translational equations of motion under these assumptions are [8],

ṙ(t) = v(t),

v̇(t) =
T (t)

m(t)
− S(ω)2r − 2S(ω)v − g, (1)

ṁ(t) = −α‖T (t)‖,

where r ∈ R3 is the position of the vehicle relative to some planet-fixed coordinate

frame, v ∈ R3 is the corresponding velocity, m ∈ R+ represents the vehicle’s mass,

T ∈ R3 is the thrust force, g ∈ R3 corresponds to gravitational acceleration, α ∈ R+ is

a positive constant that describes the mass flow rate, ω is the planet’s rotational rate

vector, and S(ω) is a skew symmetric matrix describing the cross-product operation.

The components of r are defined as follows: r1 corresponds to the downrange, r2

corresponds to cross-range, and r3 is the altitude. All of the initial conditions for the

system are specified and denoted with a subscript zero. The vehicle is required to land

softly on the surface; thus, the final positions and velocities are specified (without

loss of generality) and denoted with a subscript f :

r(t0) = r0, v(t0) = v0, m(t0) = m0,

r3(tf ) = 0, v(tf ) = 0.
(2)

Thus, the final range, cross range, and mass are free; however, the final mass cannot

be less than the dry mass, md, of the vehicle, i.e., m(tf ) ≥ md. There are a number

of additional constraints that any feasible trajectory must satisfy. A velocity upper

bound constraint keeps the vehicle’s thrusters operating in a safe (subsonic) regime.

Given a velocity upper bound, Vc, the speed constraint is given by:

‖v(t)‖ ≤ Vc. (3)

Second, the glide slope constraint keeps the vehicle in an inverted cone with its tip
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at the landing point [9, 10]:

tan γ‖(r1(t), r2(t))‖ ≤ r3(t), (4)

where γ∈ [0, 90◦) is the minimum admissible glide slope angle.

The control constraints define the feasible thrust regime via an upper and a lower

bound. A lower bound is needed because engines typically cannot operate reliably

below a certain throttle level. The upper bound exists because arbitrarily large thrusts

are impossible.

0 < ρ1 ≤ ‖T (t)‖ ≤ ρ2. (5)

This constraint is not convex due to the lower bound constraint (see Figure 1).

Finally, we consider the thrust pointing constraint given by:

n̂TT (t) ≥ ‖T (t)‖ cos θ, (6)

where n̂ ∈ R3 is a unit vector describing a desired pointing direction and θ ∈ [0, π]

is a specified angle that represents the size of the feasible thrust pointing arc about

n̂. This constraint is convex when θ ≤ π/2 and non-convex when θ > π/2. The

unit vector and angle define a cone in which the thrust vector must reside. Such a

constraint arises due to sensors (such as a camera) that must keep the ground in its

field of view.

n̂T (t)

ρ2
ρ1

n̂T (t)

ρ2
ρ1

θ

θ

Pointing Envelope Pointing Envelope

Intersection

Intersection

Figure 1: Feasible set of controls with pointing constraints and upper/lower norm

bounds for a two dimensional control vector.
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Obtaining a fuel-optimal trajectory for the PDG problem is equivalent to maximizing

the mass of the vehicle at landing. Therefore, the fuel-optimal PDG problem is given

by:

Problem 1. Non-Convex Fuel-Optimal PDG Problem

max J = m(tf )

subj. to ṙ(t) = v(t), r(t0) = r0, r3(tf ) = 0

v̇(t) =
T (t)

m(t)
− S(ω)2r(t)− 2S(ω)v(t)− g, v(t0) = v0, v(tf ) = 0

ṁ(t) = −α‖T (t)‖, m(t0) = m0, md ≤ m(tf )

0 < ρ1 ≤ ‖T (t)‖ ≤ ρ2, n̂TT (t) ≥ ‖T (t)‖ cos θ

‖v(t)‖ ≤ Vc, tan γ‖ (r1(t), r2(t)) ‖ ≤ r3(t).

(7)

2.2 Lossless Convexification of the Fuel-Optimal PDG Prob-

lem

As stated, Problem 1 is highly constrained and non-convex. There are three sources of

non-convexity in the formulation above: (i) the lower bound on the thrust magnitude,

(ii) the non-linear dynamics caused by the interaction between thrust and mass, and

(iii) the thrust pointing constraint (if θ > π/2). In general, such problems do not have

closed form solutions and must be solved numerically. Because convex problems can

be solved to global optimality using polynomial-time IPM algorithms, converting the

problem to a convex form offers significant computational advantages, which motivate

the following discussion on the convexification of the problem.

First, consider the non-convex control domain. Applying the convexification in [8,10],

the convexified PDG problem is presented in Problem 2 below, where Γ is a new slack

variable that relaxes the control constraints by lifting the control space.
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Problem 2. Fuel-Optimal PDG Problem with Losslessy Convexified Control Con-

straints

max J = m(tf )

subj. to ṙ(t) = v(t), r(t0) = r0, r3(tf ) = 0

v̇(t) =
T (t)

m(t)
− S(ω)2r(t)− 2S(ω)v(t)− g, v(t0) = v0, v(tf ) = 0

ṁ(t) = −αΓ(t), m(t0) = m0, md ≤ m(tf )

n̂TT (t) ≥ Γ cos θ, ‖T (t)‖ ≤ Γ(t), 0 < ρ1 ≤ Γ(t) ≤ ρ2

‖v(t)‖ ≤ Vc, tan γ‖ (r1(t), r2(t)) ‖ ≤ r3(t).

(8)

The objective of lossless convexification of the control constraints is to establish that

solutions to the relaxed optimal control problem in Problem 2 are also solutions to the

original formulation in Problem 1 – in other words, the above control relaxation has

no impact on optimal solutions. Section 5 focuses on showing that this control relax-

ation remains lossless for simultaneously active maximum speed and thrust pointing

constraints for trajectories that are representative of the Masten test flights.

2.3 Time-varying Mass

Two non-convexities remain in the formulation of Problem 2: the non-linear interac-

tion between thrust and mass in the dynamics, and the non-convex thrust pointing

constraint when θ ≥ π/2. While the non-linear mass dynamics are not problematic

for the proof in Section 5, the dynamics must still be convexified to compute solutions

by using convex programming methods. First a change of variables is performed, then

the control constraints are approximated with a Taylor series. A very brief overview

of this procedure is given here to present a purely convex trajectory optimization

problem, with details given in Section IIIB of [8]. First, let:

σ(t) ,
Γ(t)

m(t)
, u(t) ,

T (t)

m(t)
, z(t) , lnm(t).
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Then, the mass dynamics become:

ż(t) =
ṁ(t)

m(t)
= −ασ(t),

which results in a linear equality constraint. Up to this point, all operations have

resulted in lossless convexifications. However, the upper and lower bound constraints

on Γ in (5) become non-convex due to this choice of variables. Thus, a Taylor series

approximation is applied to convexify these constraints. The resulting convex control

constraints in the transformed variables are:

‖u(t)‖ ≤ σ(t), n̂Tu(t) ≥ σ(t) cos θ

ρ1e
−z0
[
1− (z(t)− z0(t))

]
≤ σ(t)

σ(t) ≤ ρ2e
−z0
[
1− (z(t)− z0(t))

]
 ∀t ∈ [0, tf ],

where z0(t) = ln(m0 − αρ2t). An analysis of the error incurred through this approx-

imation can be found in [31]. Combining all of the convexifications introduced, the

fuel-optimal PDG problem becomes the following convex optimization problem:

Problem 3. Convexified Fuel-Optimal PDG Problem

max J = z(tf )

subj. to ṙ(t) = v(t), r(t0) = r0, r3(tf ) = 0

v̇(t) = u(t)− S(ω)2r(t)− 2S(ω)v(t)− g, v(t0) = v0, v(tf ) = 0

ż(t) = −ασ(t), z(t0) = ln(m0), ln(md) ≤ z(tf ),

n̂Tu(t) ≥ σ cos θ, ‖u(t)‖ ≤ σ(t)

ρ1e
−z0(t) [1− (z(t)− z0(t))] ≤ σ(t) ≤ ρ2e

−z0(t) [1− (z(t)− z0(t))]

‖v(t)‖ ≤ Vc, tan γ‖ (r1(t), r2(t)) ‖ ≤ r3(t).

(9)

Note that Problem 3, which is an optimal control problem, is solvable by convex pro-

gramming methods after a discretization to convert it into a parameter optimization

problem.
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2.4 Canonicalization of the PDG Problem

In this section, Problem 3 is transformed into the standard form of a Second Or-

der Cone Program (SOCP) [21, 22], which is required to obtain a solution via IPMs.

Problem 3 is first discretized to convert it into a finite-dimensional convex parameter

optimization problem. The process involves a time discretization of the thrust (con-

trol) vector [8, 10]. Note that regardless of the type of time discretization employed,

the resulting system will have linear discrete-time dynamics with linear inequality

and convex quadratic inequality constraints.

Let the state vector, ξ ∈ R7, be:

ξ =

 z(t)

r(t)

v(t)

 ,
where p is the number of time steps and ∆t is the time step size. Then, the discretized

dynamics in Problem 3 can be expressed as:

χk+1 = Fξk +Guk, k = 1, . . . , p− 1,

where F ∈ R7×7 and G ∈ R7×3 and their explicit construction is quite straight forward

and can be found in [8]. Thus, the dynamics form a series of p − 1 linear equality

constraints. Next, the feasible domains of the p−1 unknown states and p−1 unknown

controls are expressed via two types of convex cones: the positive (or linear) cone,

K+, and the second order cone, Ks [21, 22, 24]. All of the solution variables involved

are constrained to be in one of these two types of cones, sometimes by introducing

slack variables.

Definition 1. A positive cone, Kn+ ⊂ Rn, is a convex set defined by:

Kn+ = {w ∈ Rn : w ≥ 0} ⊆ Rn
+,

where the ≥ above refers to an element-wise inequality. The positive cone is used to

describe all variables that are either unconstrained or linearly constrained and that

are not quadratically constrained. For example if the variable w is unconstrained, it
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is replaced by two variables in the positive cone, w = w+ − w− where w+ ≥ 0 and

w− ≥ 0. If the variable is linearly constrained, i.e., hTw ≤ d, then we let w = w+−w−
as before, and

hT (w+ − w−) + ws = d, where w+ ≥ 0, w− ≥ 0, ws ≥ 0.

Definition 2. A second order cone (SOC), KS ⊂ Rn+1, formed by an n dimensional

vector, q, and a non-negative scalar, w, is a convex set defined by:

KS = {(w, q) : ‖q‖ ≤ w, q ∈ Rn, w ∈ R+}. (10)

Any convex quadratic inequality or norm inequality constraint can be expressed as a

variable in a second order cone, potentially by adding a slack variable similar to w.

For example, expressing the maximum speed constraint is done as follows. First, a

new slack variable, vs, is prepended to the velocity vector to form a SOC:[
vs

v

]
∈ KS,

ans so vs ≥ ‖v‖ by (10). Then, the maximum speed constraint is enforced by impos-

ing:

vs ≤ Vc.

The inequality constraint is converted into an equality constraint by making use of

one additional slack variable, ws ≥ 0:

vs + ws = Vc.

After assigning each PDG variable and necessary slack variable to a positive cone

or SOC, these variables are collected into a global solution variable, x. Finally, a

straightforward, but tedious process produces the A matrix along with the b and c

vectors such that Problem 3 is expressed in the following standard form [21,22]:

minimize : cTx

subject to : Ax = b,

x ∈ K,
(11)
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where c maps the solution variable to a cost, A relates solution variables to constraint

equations with b on the right hand side, and K is given by:

K = Kl+ ×KS1 × . . .×KSm ,

where l and m are the resulting amount of positive cones and SOCs, respectively.

3 A Real-Time IPM Algorithm to Solve SOCP

Problems

This section reviews an IPM algorithm for SOCPs and introduces the notation nec-

essary to describe the contributions detailed in Section 4 [24]. The IPM algorithm

described here has successfully solved millions of PDG problems over the last nine

years, since 2007 [8], as part of extensive Monte Carlo studies for Mars landing [6].

These numerical results supplemented the theoretical convergence guarantees [20,22]

with empirical evidence for its robustness and effectiveness. While there are a variety

of IPM algorithms in the literature, the one presented here has been developed for

the relevant aerospace application of planetary PDG, has been rigorously tested over

the span of a decade, and has been demonstrated on terrestrial test flights. Thus, the

IPM in this section has a very rich aerospace verification history that sets it apart

from other solvers; especially since the verification effort for aerospace applications is

very demanding due to severe safety and cost concerns. Finally, numerous algorith-

mic choices must be made while implementing an IPM. As demonstrated via Monte

Carlo simulations and flight tests [6,29], the algorithmic choices documented here are

effective and robust. Hence, we believe that presenting the details of this rigorously

verified algorithm can prove useful for engineers to implement IPMs for many control

system applications in aerospace (e.g. [11,37,38]) and other fields.

Generally, the objective of an SOCP solver is to find an optimal solution of the primal

problem, given (in canonical form) by (11). The next important problem is the dual
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optimization problem, which is given by:

maximize : bTy

subject to : ATy + s = c,

s ∈ K∗ where K∗ = K,
(12)

where the goal of the dual problem is to find a y ∈ Rp and s ∈ K ⊂ Rn that maximize

bTy and the last constraint on s can be rewritten as s ∈ K since K is comprised of

purely self-dual cones (i.e., positive linear cones and SOC’s are self-dual). It is also

useful to note that the duality gap, xTs = cTx − bTy ≥ 0 for any feasible primal-

dual pair x, (y, s) [21]. Also, when a strictly feasible primal-dual pair exists (i.e., a

pair that satisfies the equality constraints and lies strictly inside the cone K), the

duality gap is zero for any optimal primal-dual pair, i.e., xT
∗ s∗ = cTx∗− bTy∗=0 [22].

Therefore, the duality gap can be used to quantify the current iterate’s proximity to

the optimal solution.

3.1 Interior Point Methods

A primal-dual path-following IPM is used to solve the Primal and Dual problems

together [39,40]. A detailed discussion of IPM algorithms can be found in [20,22,39–

45]. In the following, the key components of the IPM algorithm implemented in this

research are given.

3.1.1 Homogenous Self-Embedding

This section presents a lifted version of the combined primal and dual problems that

has two key benefits. The first is that there is a readily available feasible solution.

The second benefit is that the solution of this lifted formulation fully describes the

properties of the original primal problem. Given an initial guess, (x0, s0, y0, τ0, κ0),

the homogeneous self-embedded [22, 46] form of the SOCP, whose relationship to the
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original primal and dual problems is clarified by Theorem 1, is:

minimize : βν

subject to : Ax− bτ − rpν = 0,

− ATy + cτ − s− rdν = 0,

bTy − cTx− κ− rgν = 0,

rT
p y + rT

d x+ rgτ = −β,
x, s ∈ K, τ, κ ≥ 0,

(13)

where ν ∈ R+ and y ∈ R are free, and rp ∈ Rp, rd ∈ Rn, rg ∈ R, and β ∈ R are

residuals [22, 44] defined by:

rp ,
Ax0 − bτ0

ν0

, rd ,
−ATy0 + cτ0 − s0

ν0

,

rg ,
bTy0 − cTx0 − κ0

ν0

, β , −
(
rT
p y0 + rT

d x0 + rgτ0

)
.

Indeed, rp, rd, and rg represent the infeasibility of the initial guess, and are zero if

the initial guess happens to be feasible for the original primal and dual formulations

in (11) and (12).

Remark 1. Using this formulation, a path-following algorithm can be initialized triv-

ially [22, 44]. Any x0 and s0 that are in the interior of K serve as a strictly feasible

but not necessarily optimal solution to Equation (13). Moreover, since y is free, y0

can be taken to be a zero vector of appropriate dimensions; finally, τ0, κ0, and ν0

must be non-negative, and are typically chosen to be 1.

The following theorem summarizes the relationship between the original problem and

the homogenous self-embedded formulation.

Theorem 1. Consider the primal and dual problem given by (11) and (12). Let

(x, s, y, τ, κ) be an optimal solution of the homogenous self-embedded form in (13),

then one of the following conditions holds [22, 26, 44, 46]:

1. τ > 0, κ = 0: An optimal solution of the self-embedded problem has been found.

x/τ is the optimal solution of the primal problem.
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2. τ = 0, κ > 0, and bTy > 0: Primal is infeasible.

3. τ = 0, κ > 0, and cTx > 0: Dual is infeasible.

4. τ = 0, κ = 0: Problem is numerically ill-posed.

Proof. Complete proofs of this theorem can be found in [22,44], so they are omitted

from this paper.

3.1.2 Central Path

To solve the non-linear, homogenous, self-embedded problem in (13), a series of per-

turbed problems are solved. It can be shown that finding the optimal solution to (13)

is equivalent to solving the following system of bilinear equations for µ = 0 [22,44,46]:

Ax− bτ − rpν = 0,

−ATy + cτ − s− rdν = 0,

bTy − cTx− κ− rgν = 0,

xTs = 0 + µ,

κτ = 0 + µ,

µ = µ0ν ≥ 0,

(14)

where µ is a perturbation on the system of equations formed by the constraints in

(13), ν becomes a given parameter, and µ0 is given by:

µ0 =
xT

0 s0 + τ0κ0

m+ l + 1
.

The solution to the system of equations in (14) is unique for non-zero values of µ

[22]; therefore for each positive µ, there exists a unique solution of the system that

can be found by using numerical techniques (such as Newton’s method). Moreover,

as µ → 0 (or equivalently, ν → 0), the solution of the perturbed problem converges

to the solution of the original problem (Equation 13). It is worth noting that the

condition µ = 0 is a necessary and sufficient condition for the optimality of convex

programs, and that it is equivalent to the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions for the
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lifted problem in Equation 13 [26, 44]. The solutions, (xµ, τµ, yµ, sµ, κµ), for any

non-negative µ define the central path. The difference between one IPM and another

lies primarily in how one tracks the central path towards the unperturbed system

solution.

3.1.3 Newton Search Directions

Some terminology is needed to proceed with the solution of the non-linear system of

equations in (14). Given a vector, v = [v1, v2, . . . , vn]T ∈ Rn, we define the arrowhead

matrix to be:

arrow(v) ,

(
v1 vT

2:n

v2:n Iv1

)
.

Using this definition, we can replace the fourth equation in (14) with:

XSe = 0, (15)

since it can be shown that xTs = 0 ⇐⇒ XSe = 0, where e =
[
(e(1))T, . . . , (e(k))T

]T
,

X , blkdiag(arrow(x(1)), . . . , arrow(x(k)))

S , blkdiag(arrow(s(1)), . . . , arrow(s(k)))

e
(i)
j ,

{
0, j 6= i,

1, j = i
,

(16)

and x(i) represents the ith cone in the solution variable. That is, the block diagonal

matrices are built from arrowhead matrices corresponding to each cone in the solution

variables. Without loss of generality, the solution variables are arranged such that

the linear cones are first, followed by the second order cones. Since the linear cones

correspond to positive scalars, the first l elements of the block diagonal matrices

reduce to the diagonal elements.

Suppose that the current estimate of the solution is given by (x, τ , y, s, κ). Then, the

next iterate can be expressed as (x+ ∆x, τ + ∆τ , y+ ∆y, s+ ∆s, κ+ ∆κ). Applying
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this expression to system (14) and substituting (15) into the fourth equality, yields:

A∆x− b∆τ = rpν − (Ax− bτ),

−AT∆y + c∆τ −∆s = rdν − (−ATy + cτ − s),
bT∆y − cT∆x−∆κ = rgν − (bTy − cTx− κ),

X∆Se+ S∆Xe = νµ0e− Exs,
κ∆τ + τ∆κ = νµ0 − κτ − Eκτ ,

(17)

where Exs ∈ Rn and Eκτ ∈ R are approximations (given subsequently) to the second

order terms, ∆X∆Se and ∆κ∆τ , respectively. Also the ∆X and ∆S matrices are

formed in the same fashion asX and S in (16). In its current form, the problem cannot

be reliably and efficiently solved as shown in [44], so cone scalings are introduced that

make it so.

3.1.4 Nesterov-Todd (NT) Scalings

Nesterov and Todd introduced a set of symmetric scalings that are inexpensive to

compute and make the problem numerically well conditioned [47]. An important

property of scaling matrices is that they do not change the cone or the central path.

Consider the ith linear or second order cone and define scaling variables G = GT and

θ ≥ 0 as follows [47]:

θ2 =

√
s(i)TQs(i)

x(i)TQx(i)
,

where Q = 1 for linear cones and

Q = diag(1,−1, . . . ,−1),

for second order cones. Similarly, G = 1 for linear cones and

G = −Q+
(e+ g)(e+ g)T

1 + eTg
,
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for second order cones, where:

g =
s(i)/θ + θQx(i)√

2
(
x(i)Ts(i) +

√
x(i)TQx(i)s(i)TQs(i)

) .
The scaled cones are then:

x̄(i) = θGx(i), s̄(i) = (θG)−1s(i).

This operation can be repeated for every linear and quadratic cone in the variables x

and s. The scaled solution variables result from concatenating all of the scaled cones

to form x̄ and s̄, producing:

x̄ = ΘG̃x, s̄ =
(

ΘG̃
)−1

s, where

Θ = diag(θ(1), . . . , θ(k)), G̃ = blkdiag(G(1), . . . , G(k)).

x = (ΘG̃)−1x̄, s = ΘG̃s̄. (18)

Substituting Equation (18) into the fourth equality of the system in (17) leads to,

A∆x− b∆τ = r1,

−AT∆y + c∆τ −∆s = r2,

bT∆y − cT∆x−∆κ = r3,

X̄
(

ΘG̃
)−1

∆s̄+ S̄ΘG̃∆x̄ = r4,

κ∆τ + τ∆κ = r5,

(19)

where as in [44],

r1 = rpν − (Ax− bτ), r2 = rdν − (−ATy + cτ − s),
r3 = rgν − (bTy − cTx− κ), r4 = νµ0e− Exs,
r5 = νµ0 − κτ − Eκτ .

Given the current solution (x, τ , y, s, κ), Exs, and Eκτ , one can compute r1 through

r5.
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Rearranging the last equality in (19),

∆κ =
r5 − κ∆τ

τ
. (20)

The fourth equality in (19) implies that

∆s = ΘG̃(X̄)−1r4 − (ΘG̃)2∆x. (21)

Let D =
(

ΘG̃
)−1

, then it can be shown that the following relations also hold [44]:

∆x = D2
(
r′2 + AT∆y − c∆τ

)
, (22)

∆τ =
r′3 + aT

1 ∆y

a2

where (23)

r′2 = r2+ΘG̃(X̄)−1r4, r′3 =r3+
r5

τ
+cTD2r′2, a1 =−b+AD2c, a2 =

κ

τ
+cTD2c.

Given the above relationships, (∆x,∆τ,∆y,∆s,∆κ) are found by first computing ∆y

and substituting it into (20)-(23) as follows,

(
AD2AT + āaT

1

)
∆y = ξ, (24)

where

ā =
−AD2c− b

a2

, ξ = r′1 +
r′3
a2

(AD2c+ b), r′1 = r1 − AD2r′2.

Equation (24) can be solved efficiently by making use of the Sherman-Morrison for-

mula [44, 48]. Let P̂ = AD2AT, then it can be shown that the solution to (24) is

found by solving the following two linear systems for v0 and v1:

P̂ v0 = ξ, (25)

P̂ v1 = ā. (26)

Substituting back into (24),

∆y = v0 −
aT

1 v0

1 + aT
1 v1

v1.
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Note that P̂ is a symmetric, positive definite matrix due to the Nesterov-Todd scalings

[47]; thus, a Cholesky factorization can be used to solve the pair of linear equations.

Furthermore, since both Equation (25) and (26) have the same coefficient matrix,

one Cholesky factorization of P̂ is sufficient to solve both equations. This offers a

significant advantage since the Cholesky factorization is the most computationally

expensive part of solving (19). In practice, P̂ is often a sparse matrix, and so sparse

techniques further reduce solver run-times, as discussed in Section 4. However, a

method for obtaining Exs and Eκτ is still needed, and is presented next.

3.1.5 Mehrotra Predictor-Corrector

A predictor-corrector scheme is used to estimate the second order terms that arise

from the non-linear system of equations (19) and to update the centering term, ν.

The Mehrotra predictor-corrector method [39, 40] has been shown to have excellent

convergence properties in practice while still being inexpensive to compute. During

the prediction step, Exs and Eκτ are set to be zero; these values are then used to solve

the system of equations in (19). At this point, a scaling term 0 < α ≤ 1 is computed

such that the next solution does not deviate far from the central path. There are

many strategies for selecting this scaling term, but we employ the maximum Newton

step size method, which computes the value of α for each cone such that the next

iterate is in the interior of the cone:

α = min{rαx, rαs, rατ , rακ, 1},

where 0 < r < 1 close to one (e.g., r = 0.995), and αx, αs, ατ , κ are the maximum

values of α such that

x+ αx∆x ∈ intK, s+ αs∆s ∈ intK, αττ + ∆τ > 0, κ+ ακ∆κ > 0.

The value of α can further be reduced to keep the next iterate in a prescribed neigh-

borhood of the central path, for example by using self-regular proximity measures as

in [22]. For the PDG problem, however, further limiting was not needed as conver-

gence is reliable with the maximum Newton step size method.

After the predicted search direction is obtained, the predicted complementarity gap
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is:

gp = (x+ α∆xp)
T(s+ α∆sp) + (κ+ ∆κp)(τ + ∆τp),

where subscript “p” indicates the solution with Exs and Eκτ zero. The new centering

parameter, ν, is then taken to be [44]:

ν =

(
gp

xTs+ κτ

)2
gp

k + 1
. (27)

The predicted Newton directions are then used to approximate the second order

terms:

Exs = ∆X̃p∆S̃pe, (28)

Eκτ = ∆κp∆τp, where (29)

∆X̃p = blkdiag(arrow(∆x̃(1)
p ), . . . , arrow(∆x̃(k)

p )),

∆S̃p = blkdiag(arrow(∆s̃(1)
p ), . . . , arrow(∆s̃(k)

p )),

∆x̃p = ΘG̃∆xp, ∆s̃p = (ΘG̃)−1∆sp.

The updated second order approximations and the new centering parameter are then

used to solve system (19) again [39,40]. Since the coefficient matrix, P̂ , is unchanged,

the factorized matrix from the prediction step is reused.
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3.2 Algorithm Overview

The entire IPM algorithm that is being customized is summarized below.

Data: a tolerance, ε, an initial point (x0, s0, y0, τ0, κ0) as described above, and

the problem structure given as: A, b, and c.

Result: an optimal solution, (x∗, s∗, y∗, τ ∗, κ∗)

begin

x = x0, τ = τ0, y = y0, s = s0, κ = κ0;

while xTs+ κτ > ε do

predict: solve (19) with ν = 0, Exs = 0, Eκτ = 0;

calculate Newton step size, α;

update ν, Eq. (27);

correct: solve (19) with Exs, Eκτ in Eqs. (28, 29);

calculate Newton step size, α;

x = x+ α∆x, τ = τ + α∆τ ;

y = y + α∆y, s = s+ α∆s;

κ = κ+ α∆κ;

if τ > 0 then

x∗ = x
τ
, s∗ = s

τ
;

y∗ = y
τ
, τ ∗ = τ ;

κ∗ = κ;

else if κ = 0 then Problem is ill posed;

else if cTx < 0 then Dual is infeasible;

else if bTy > 0 then Primal is infeasible;

4 Solver Customization

The methods developed to generate efficient, customized C code for specific SOCP

problem classes (formally defined below) are presented here along with the benefits

of customized code. This customization enabled an onboard implementation of the

fully constrained PDG [24, 29]. Two methods are used to increase computational

speed: Approximate Minimum Degree [49] and explicit coding [23,24,45]. While both
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methods have been explored in different problems, explicit coding has not previously

been applied in IPMs to solve SOCPs, which is our first contribution. Thus, the

analysis in this section can be thought of as an extension of [23,25] to SOCPs. Further,

to the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that customization has been used

to enable software capable of real-time, optimization-based onboard guidance for

planetary PDG.

Embedded systems typically operate in environments with stringent real-time require-

ments and limited memory. Many problems that naturally occur in engineering tend

to translate into sparse optimization problems, such as discretized control problems

as in [50]. For this reason, a solver should minimize memory usage and number of

arithmetic operations by leveraging the problem structure and sparsity. Moreover,

autonomous systems rely on the results of onboard optimization to safely operate, so

it is also important to minimize logical branches for ease of verification as well as for

increased computational speed.

In general, sparse linear algebra operations (like sparse matrix-matrix multiplication)

reduce the total number of elementary operations, but increase the cost of each opera-

tion; in other words, the number of operations is reduced by avoiding the addition and

multiplication of zeros, but it is necessary to determine how the remaining non-zero

elements interact. In explicit coding, software is automatically generated to perform

certain specific, otherwise computationally expensive tasks. Thus, much of the logic

associated with sparse computations can be avoided by hard coding these operations.

For PDG, both a generalized SOCP solver has been implemented in C++ per Section

3, and a capability for automatically generating a customized solver in ANSI-C.

4.1 Sparsity

As discussed in the previous section, solving the PDG optimization problem reduces

to solving a pair of related linear system of equations (25) and (26). Since P̂ is a

symmetric, positive definite matrix, a Cholesky factorization is performed to obtain:

P̂ = L̂L̂T, (30)
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where L̂ is a lower triangular matrix. To speed computation, the goal is to reduce the

number of non-zero elements present in L̂, which depends on the sparsity pattern -

that is, the location of non-zero elements - of P̂ . Therefore, a permutation matrix, R,

is sought that reduces the number of non-zero elements in the Cholesky factorization

by a similarity transform of P̂ , giving the new factorization matrix, L:

RP̂RT = LLT, (31)

where L is a lower triangular matrix with a reduced number of non-zero entries.

The Approximate Minimum Degree method [49] is used to obtain an R that is both

inexpensive to compute and effective at reducing the number of non-zero elements in

L. Substituting (30) and (31) into (25) gives:

LLTRv0 = Rξ. (32)

where RRT = I, and the Cholesky factorization and corresponding forward/back

substitutions have a reduced number of non-zero entries to process. A similar trans-

formation can be done to the linear equation in (26) to obtain:

LLTRv1 = Rā, (33)

where L and R are the same as in (32).

4.2 Memory Allocation and Explicit Coding

Much of the computational effort associated with sparse linear algebra stems from

not knowing the problem structure beforehand, and therefore having to dynamically

determine which non-zero elements interact every time an operation is carried out.

However, a given embedded system typically solves problems with a uniform structure;

that is, the locations of most non-zero elements in A, b, and c do not change. For

example, changing the initial conditions in the PDG problem does not affect the

structure of A, b, or c. To take advantage of this fixed structure, a problem class is

formally defined as follows.

Definition 3. Given A0 ∈ Rp×n, b0 ∈ Rp, c0 ∈ Rn, and K0 ⊂ Rn, a problem class,
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P, is defined as:

P = {A ∈ Rp×n, b ∈ Rp, c ∈ Rn,K ⊂ Rn : str(A) ≤ str(A0), str(b) ≤ str(b0),

str(c) ≤ str(c0),K = K0},

where the ≤ operator denotes element-wise inequality, and str maps any non-zero

element to a 1 and leaves 0 elements undisturbed, thereby forming the sparsity struc-

ture of its input. Thus, any A that is more sparse than A0 is also in P if any zero

element in A0 is also a zero element in A (similarly for b and c).

Without loss of generality, assume that a given embedded system solves a set of

problems P0 ⊆ P . Then, the problem class, and therefore an upper bound on the

sparsity structure, is known and implementing a generic solver on an embedded de-

vice is wasteful. Since the problem size is known, the exact amount of memory that

is necessary to solve P is statically allocated, removing the need for dynamic mem-

ory allocation altogether. This property is highly valued in aerospace engineering

software development practice. It eliminates memory leaks and overflows, and more

importantly reduces the complexity of flight software verification.

Furthermore, the generated code is free of the logical operations introduced by sparse

algorithms. This is accomplished by keeping track of non-zero element interactions

and generating code that handles sparse operations directly. That is, once the in-

teraction between two non-zero elements has been determined, one line of C code is

generated to directly and correctly handle the interaction without any logic. Figure 2

illustrates the procedure for generating a customized solver for a given problem class.

This customized sparse framework supports the IPM algorithm described in Section

3, which is also included in the generated code.

Explicit coding is also used to avoid certain expensive operations, such as finding a

suitable R via AMD and some matrix multiplications. Note that R in (31) above

depends only on the sparsity structure of P̂ [49]. Further, recall that P̂ = AD2AT,

str(A) is bounded from above by some A0, and str(D) relies solely on K = K0. Thus,

there is an upper bound on str(P̂ ) for each problem class. The permutation matrix

corresponding to this upper bound is found when the custom solver is generated,

and is then hard coded into the solver. Furthermore, since R represents a similarity
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A, b, c, and K are
passed to general solver. Solution is obtained.

Non-zero element
interactions recorded.

Explicit code generated.
Code compiled.

Executable is obtained.

Performed offline.

Solve any problem
in P.

Figure 2: Flow diagram for explicit code generation.

transformation, the matrix multiplication, RP̂RT in (31), and all of the matrix-

vector multiplications involving R in (32) and (33) are treated as known element-wise

mappings. For example, given a similarity mapping,

R =

[
0 1

1 0

]
,

and an arbitrary v ∈ R2 such that v = [v1 v2]T. A u = [u1 u2]T = Rv can be computed

without any explicit multiplications by treating the operation as a mapping:

u1 = v2, u2 = v1.

These mappings are also hard-coded into the generated C code, and help reduce the

complexity of the runtime operations.

As problem size increases, the amount of C code that is generated grows rapidly.

Therefore, the sheer amount of machine instructions causes instruction cache misses

which eventually outweigh the algorithmic advantages of avoiding sparse logic. For
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this reason, customization is best suited for small-to-medium problem sizes (1-1000 so-

lution variables), as observed empirically in Section VI. Therefore, the customization

described herein is beneficial for real-world applications with around 1,000 solution

variables or less. Increasing the effectiveness of this type of code generation for larger

problems is the subject of on-going research; however, it is noted that the authors

have successfully and repeatedly landed a rocket using approximately 750 variables.

5 Maximum-Divert Powered Descent Guidance

In this section, previous convexification results are extended to show that the control

convexification presented in Section 22.2 is lossless when both the state constraints

and the thrust pointing constraints are simultaneously active. The primary objective

is to theoretically validate the control convexification used to obtain the trajectories

that were flown in 2012-2014.

First, a theoretical extension of the PDG algorithm is presented. The need for this

extension was encountered during the terrestrial test flights of the customized PDG

algorithm [51]. Specifically, the speed of the test rocket in lateral flight was limited to

90 km/hr. When diverting a kilometer, the rocket would reach this speed limit and

then remain at it, even for segments with active thrust pointing constraints. That

is, the speed and thrust pointing constraints were simultaneously active. Previous

results for lossless control convexification of the constrained PDG problem [19, 32]

did not include simultaneously active thrust pointing and speed constraints. Further,

the thrust-pointing constraint can also be continuously active. Hence, the lossless

convexification results for the PDG problem, which theoretically prove that the solu-

tion of the convexified problem is also an optimal solution for the original non-convex

PDG problem, must be extended to include continuously and simultaneously active

thrust-pointing and speed constraints.

Second, near term planetary exploration missions may leverage existing landing sys-

tems, thereby limiting the amount of propellant available for diverts. For so-called

Multi-X landing strategies [31], in which the divert goal is not to reach the center of a

landing ellipse but simply to escape large, known hazards in the landing ellipse, it is

beneficial to determine the largest divert possible given a fixed amount of propellant
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[19].

As a result, the extension of lossless convexification for the PDG problem with simul-

taneously and continuously active speed and thrust-pointing constraints is presented

for the maximum-divert PDG problem. A history of previous convexification results

is presented in Table 1 below, with the result presented in this paper concluding the

table. Posing Problem 4 as a maximum divert PDG problem facilitates this extension

and is valid for minimum fuel PDG problems with landing sites that require the entire

fuel allocation to reach (i.e., landing sites that correspond to maximum diverts). This

theoretical extension provides the analytical basis for the use of the convex PDG al-

gorithm demonstrated in the terrestrial test flights [51] since the resulting trajectories

use all of the onboard propellant to reach the maximum divert distance.

Year Result

2007 Minimum-fuel control convexification without active state constraints

or thrust pointing constraints [8].

2008 Minimum-landing-error control convexification with active state constraints

for at most one instant and without thrust pointing constraints [10].

2013 Minimum-landing-error control convexification with thrust pointing constraints,

but without active state constraints [9].

2013 Maximum divert control convexification with velocity constraints active over

finite time intervals, but without thrust pointing constraints [19].

2014 Control convexification for general linear systems with active polytopic

state constraints, but without thrust pointing constraints [32].

2015 Maximum divert control convexification with simultaneously active thrust

pointing and velocity constraints (below).

Table 1: A History of Lossless Convexification Results

The convexified maximum divert problem is given next as Problem 4. The cost is

changed with respect to Problem 2 to reflect the new objective. Also, two simplifica-

tions are made to the constraint set in Problem 4: i) the terms relating to planetary

rotation are dropped since both the time horizon and the initial altitude of the vehicle

during the terrestrial tests are small; ii) the glide slope constraint is removed since
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the terrestrial trajectories flown by the test vehicle did not activate this constraint.

Removing these constraints simplifies the theoretical analysis while still maintaining a

constraint set that is representative of the terrestrial test trajectories. Indeed, having

active state constraints complicates the convexifciation proofs (see [32]). This issue

is further compounded by the fact that active thrust pointing constraints modify the

feasible control space such that not all boundary points of the feasible control space

are extremal points. In the maximum divert problem it is the velocity constraint that

becomes active quite often together with the active control constraints, e.g., velocity

bound and thrust pointing constraints. The subsequent proof establishes convexifi-

cation for this case, which is the main theoretical contribution relevant to the tested

landing maneuvers.

Problem 4. Convex Relaxation of the Controls in the Maximum Divert PDG

Problem

min J = −w1r1(tf )− w2r2(tf )

subj. to ṙ(t) = v(t), r(t0) = r0, r3(tf ) = 0

v̇(t) = T (t)/m(t)− g, v(t0) = v0, v(tf ) = 0

ṁ(t) = −αΓ(t), m(t0) = m0, md ≤ m(tf )

n̂TT (t) ≥ Γ cos θ, ‖v(t)‖2 ≤ V 2
c

‖T (t)‖2 ≤ Γ2(t), ρ1 ≤ Γ(t) ≤ ρ2

As in Section 2.2.2, the goal is to show that any optimal solution of Problem 4 satisfies

‖T (t)‖ = Γ(t), that is, that the convexification of the control constraints is lossless.

In other words, optimal solutions of the convexified problem are optimal solutions of

the original non-convex problem.

The proof relies on a maximum principle with state constraints as in [19, 33]. Note

that, due to the increased complexity of the maximum principle, convexification re-

sults in the presence of active state constraints are harder to obtain. The maximum

principle with active state constraints states all of the necessary conditions for opti-

mality, including the state/costate equations, pointwise maximum conditions, com-

plementary slackness conditions, and transversality conditions. The Hamiltonian and
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the Lagrangian are:

H[t] = pr(t)
Tv(t) + pv(t)

T(T (t)/m(t)− g)− αpm(t)Γ(t), (34)

L[t] = H[t] + λ1(t)(‖T (t)‖2 − Γ2(t)) + λ2(t)(ρ1 − Γ(t)) + λ3(t)(Γ− ρ2)

+ λ4(Γ cos θ − nTT ) + ν(t)(‖v(t)‖2 − V 2
c ),

with costates pr, pv, and pm and Lagrange multipliers λi and ν. The costate equations

are:

ṗr(t) = 0,

ṗv(t) = −pr(t)− 2ν(t)v(t),

ṗm(t) = pv(t)
TT (t)/m2(t).

The transversality conditions are:

pr(tf ) = −e(1)p0w1 − e(2)p0w2 + e(3)ξr3 ,

pv(tf ) = ξv + 2µv(tf ),

pm(tf ) = −ζm.

The stationary conditions are:

∂TL[t] = pv(t)/m(t) + 2λ1(t)T (t)− λ4n̂ = 0,

∂ΓL[t] = −αpm(t)− 2λ1(t)Γ(t)− λ2(t) + λ3(t) + λ4(t) cos θ = 0.

The pointwise maximum principle states the following:

max pT
v (t)T (t)/m(t)− αpm(t)Γ(t)

subj. to ρ1 ≤ Γ(t) ≤ ρ2, ‖T (t)‖ ≤ Γ(t), Γ(t) cos θ ≤ n̂TT (t).

And lastly, since the final time is free and the Hamiltonian does not depend explicitly

on time, it is identically zero along the optimal path,

H[t] = 0 ∀ t ∈ [0, tf ]. (35)
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Theorem 2. The thrust magnitude constraint holds with equality, i.e., ‖T (t)‖ =

Γ(t) ∀ t under the following three assumptions: (i) The angle θ defining the pointing

cone is not π/2, i.e., cos θ 6= 0. (ii) The unit vector, n̂, defining the pointing cone

is not orthogonal to the gravity vector g, i.e., n̂ 6⊥ g. (iii) The thrust magnitude

constraints and vehicle weight satisfy the inequality ρ1 ≤ m(t)g ≤ ρ2 for all t.

Proof. Proceeding by contradiction, assume there exists an interval [t1, t2] ⊂ [t0, tf ]

where ‖T (t)‖ < Γ(t) for all t ∈ [t1, t2] under suitable restrictions on the control

functions [19,32]. The standard complementary slackness condition then implies that

the multiplier λ1(t) = 0 on the interval. The stationary conditions above then reduce

to the following:

pv(t)/m(t) = λ4n̂,

−αpm(t)− 2λ1(t)Γ(t)− λ2(t) + λ3(t) + λ4(t) cos θ = 0.

Note that if the pointing constraint is satisfied with strict inequality, then λ4(t) = 0

and the proof in [19] is recovered. As such, it is assumed that the pointing constraint

holds with equality throughout the remainder of the proof, that is:

n̂TT (t) = Γ(t) cos θ. (36)

Then, using assumption (i) one obtains Γ(t) = n̂TT (t)/ cos θ.

As a result, the pointwise maximum principle becomes,

max

(
pT
v (t)/m(t)− αpm(t)

n̂T

cos θ

)
T (t)

subj. to ρ1 ≤ Γ(t) ≤ ρ2, ‖T (t)‖ ≤ Γ(t).

Upon defining the switching function,

χ(t) =
pT
v (t)

m(t)
− αpm(t)

n̂T

cos θ
,

it is clear that ‖T (t)‖ = Γ(t) whenever χ(t) 6= 0 since the (maximizing) cost function

drives optimal values of T (t) to the ‖T (t)‖ ≤ Γ(t) constraint boundary – thus making

it an equality. Thus assume χ(t) = 0 on an interval which implies that the cost
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function equals zero. Solving for pv(t) when χ(t) = 0 gives,

pv(t) = αm(t)pm(t)
n̂

cos θ
,

along with:

λ4(t) =
αpm(t)

cos θ
and λ̇4(t) =

α

cos θ

pT
v (t)T (t)

m2(t)
. (37)

Differentiating pv with respect to time gives,

ṗv(t) =
(
ṁ(t)λ4(t) +mλ̇4(t)

)
n̂. (38)

This implies that ṗv(t) is a vector along n̂. Substituting (37) into (38) and taking the

norm yields,

‖ṗv(t)‖ =
∣∣∣ṁ(t)λ4(t) +mλ̇4(t)

∣∣∣ ,
=

∣∣∣∣−α2Γ(t)
pm(t)

cos θ
+ α

pT
v (t)T (t)

cos θm(t)

∣∣∣∣ ,
=

α

| cos θ|

∣∣∣∣−αΓ(t)pm(t) +
pT
v (t)T (t)

m(t)

∣∣∣∣ . (39)

Next, note that χ(t) = 0 =⇒ χ(t)T (t) = 0, which combined with (36) implies that:

χ(t)T (t) =
pT
v (t)T (t)

m(t)
− αpm(t)n̂TT (t)

cos θ
,

=
pT
v (t)T (t)

m(t)
− αΓ(t)pm(t) cos θ

cos θ
,

=
pT
v (t)T (t)

m(t)
− αΓ(t)pm(t) = 0. (40)

Consequently, it is clear that ‖ṗv(t)‖ = 0 by substituting (40) into (39). Then,

ṗv(t) = 0 and p̈v(t) = 0 on the interval.

From [19], premultiply p̈v(t) with v̇(t), giving,

v̇T(t)p̈v(t) = v̇T(t)(−ṗr(t)− 2ν̇(t)v(t)− 2ν(t)v̇(t)),

= −2ν̇(t)v̇T(t)v(t)− 2ν(t)v̇T(t)v̇(t) = 0.
(41)
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If the velocity constraint is active, d(v(t)Tv(t))/dt = 2v̇(t)Tv(t) = 0, in the interval,

then the first term is zero and consequently v̇(t) = 0 too. If it is inactive, then

ν(t) = 0 in the interval (due to complementary slackness) and hence ν̇(t) = 0. Thus,

the first term is always zero. Hence, either ν(t) = 0 or v̇(t) = 0. Each case is now

considered.

Case 1. Suppose that ν(t) = 0. Then pr = 0 since ṗv(t) = 0. The first transversality

condition implies p0 = 0. Additionally, the Hamiltonian can be rewritten as

H[t] = χ(t)T (t)− pT
v (t)g = 0.

Because the switching function χ(t) = 0, it must be that pT
v (t)g = 0. Note that

pv(t) is aligned with the unit vector n̂. By assumption (ii), n̂ is not orthogonal to g,

and hence, pT
v (t)g = 0 implies pv(t) = 0. This subsequently implies that pm(t) = 0,

which violates the non-triviality condition of optimal control (see Theorem 15 in [32]).

Hence, ν(t) 6= 0.

Case 2. Suppose ν(t) 6= 0, which implies that the velocity constraint is active. This

means that v̇T (t)v(t) = 0, and hence v̇ = 0 (using (41)). Then T (t) = m(t)g. The

pointwise maximum condition reduces to

max − αpm(t)Γ(t)

subj. to ρ1 ≤ Γ(t) ≤ ρ2, ‖T (t)‖ ≤ Γ(t), n̂Tm(t)g = Γ(t) cos θ,

by using (36). If pm(t) > 0, then Γ(t) should be made as small as possible, i.e.,

Γ(t) = ‖T (t)‖. In the following, it is proven that this is the case. Combining (34),

(35), and T (t) = m(t)g,

pT
r v(t) = αpm(t)Γ(t).

Note that because ṗv(t) = 0, pr = −2ν(t)v(t). Thus,

−2ν(t)‖v(t)‖2 = αpm(t)Γ(t).

Since ν(t) < 0, ‖v(t)‖ > 0, α > 0, and Γ(t) > 0, it must be that pm(t) > 0.

Thus, ‖T (t)‖ = Γ(t) and ρ1 ≤ ‖T (t)‖ ≤ ρ2 by assumption (iii), which contradicts

the original hypothesis. Thus, it has been shown by contradiction that the thrust

magnitude constraint holds with equality everywhere along the optimal trajectory.
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Finally, as in Section 2.2.3, the time-varying mass dynamics can be rigorously ap-

proximated with convex dynamics and constraints [8–10]. The resulting convexified

maximum divert PDG problem is then given by Problem 5.

For cases in which the target landing site uses all available fuel (as is the case with the

terrestrial test flights), the lossless convexification has been proven when the speed

and thrust pointing constraints are simultaneously active. Thus, Problem 5 produces

the same solutions as Problem 1.

Problem 5. Convex Relaxation of the Maximum Divert PDG Problem

min J = −w1r1(tf )− w2r2(tf )

subj. to ṙ(t) = v(t), r(t0) = r0, r3(tf ) = 0

v̇(t) = u(t)− g, v(t0) = v0, v(tf ) = 0

ż(t) = −ασ(t), z(t0) = lnm0, lnmd ≤ z(tf )

n̂Tu(t) ≥ σ(t) cos θ, ‖v(t)‖2 ≤ V 2
c

‖u(t)‖2 ≤ σ2(t), ρ1e
−z0
[
1− (z(t)− z0(t))

]
≤ σ(t)

σ(t) ≤ ρ2e
−z0
[
1− (z(t)− z0(t))

]

6 Numerical Results

In this section, several numerical examples are used to demonstrate the effectiveness

and performance of both the customization methodology and theoretical results.

First, in Section 6.6.1, lossless convexification for PDG with simultaneously and con-

tinuously active speed and thrust-pointing constraints is demonstrated. A divert

trajectory is planned using the convexified PDG algorithm of Problem 5. All of the

constraints are satisfied, thereby showing that the solution of the convexified prob-

lem is a feasible solution of the original non-convex Problem 1. Since the convexified

problem is a relaxation of the original problem, all solutions of Problem 1 are also

solutions of the convexified problem. Thus, it suffices to show that the optimal solu-

tion to the relaxed problem is feasible for the original problem to show that it is also

an optimal solution of the original problem.
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Second, in Section 6.6.2, the effectiveness of the general IPM for SOCPs of Section 3

and the advantages of customization as described in Section 4 are demonstrated. For a

range of PDG problem sizes, the general IPM and customized IPMs are compared with

several publicly available and non-customized IPMs for SOCPs. The PDG problem

size is changed by increasing the number of discrete time steps. A customized IPM is

automatically generated for each PDG problem size using the methods in Section 4.

In short, the general IPM presented in this paper achieves the same runtimes as

the best of the publicly available IPMs for small-to-medium problem sizes. The

customized solver is twice as fast as general IPMs for the smallest problems, which

decreases to a 10% speed advantage for medium-to-large problems. This decrease

is expected, as discussed in Section 4: eventually, the increased rate of instruction

cache misses outweighs the benefits of eliminating the logic and for-loops of the non-

customized sparse linear algebra routines.

Finally, in Section 6.6.3, the runtime performance of the customized IPM is charac-

terized on a 200-MHz flight processor. Runtimes on the order of 0.7s are achieved,

which are suitable for using the PDG algorithm onboard a lander.

6.1 Example of Convexified PDG

A Mars powered descent scenario is considered with a conservative velocity upper

bound to force the velocity constraint to activate over continuous intervals of the

trajectory. The PDG parameters of Table 2 are used.

Parameter Value

g [0 0 3.7114]T m/s2

m0 2000 kg

mf 1700 kg

n̂ [0 0 1]T

θ 45◦

ρ1 2500 N

ρ2 25000

Isp 220 s

Vc 130 m/s
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r0 [7000 4000 2000]T m

v0 [120 0 − 50]T m/s

Table 2: Simulation Parameters

For the fuel optimal PDG problem, the lander begins at an altitude of 2 km and

must traverse approximately 8 km to reach its final destination at the origin. This

final condition forces the lander to travel over a horizontal distance that is four times

greater than its altitude (see Figure 3). Moreover, the fuel allocation is selected so

that the vehicle runs out of fuel just as it lands, making the origin one of its maximal

diverts.
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Figure 3: 3-Dimensional overview of fuel optimal trajectory.
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Figure 4: Velocity and thrust pointing profiles for fuel optimal trajectory. When

n̂Tu = ‖u‖ cos θ, the thrust pointing constraint is active. Dashed lines represent

constraint boundaries

Figure 4 shows that the velocity constraint is active over a continuous interval of

the trajectory (between approximately 60 and 84 seconds). In addition, the thrust

pointing constraint is active at the same time as the velocity constraint from 60 to

74 s. Thus, this trajectory is an example of the convexification theory presented in

this paper.
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Figure 5: Thrust magnitude and mass time histories. The thrust upper and lower

bounds are represented by dashed and dash-dotted lines respectively.
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The lower and upper thrust constraints are satisfied, despite the fact that the lower

thrust bound originally defined a non-convex thrust regime (Figure 5). Thus, the

convex relaxation of the control space is a lossless convexification of the original,

non-convex problem despite having continuous sub-arcs of active velocity (state) con-

straints in addition to simultaneously active thrust pointing constraints.
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Figure 6: Percent differences between fuel optimal and maximum divert solutions.

Finally, the trajectory for a problem with the same initial conditions and constraints

is obtained by switching to the maximum divert cost function defined in Problem

5. The differences between the two trajectories are tiny and reflect the convergence

tolerances for the solvers (Figure 6). This result was expected since maximum divert

problems are also minimum fuel problems when fuel is the limiting factor for the

trajectory (and it typically is).

6.2 Solver Performance

In this subsection, the solver developed here (called Bsocp) is compared with several

other well-known solvers in terms of run-time performance. Every problem class is

run 500 times, and the average runtime on a workstation with an Intel Core i7 (3.4
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GHz) processor and 15 GB of RAM is presented.

SDPT3 [52], SeDuMi [53], ECOS [26], Bsocp, and customized solvers are used over a

range of problem sizes to find optimal solutions of the planetary soft landing problem

described above. The problem size is varied by increasing the number of points in

the discretization of the dynamics [8]. Table 3 shows the types of cones used in the

performance comparisons of Figures 7 and 8.

n # KL # Ks
320 153 49

567 270 88

757 360 118

1,137 540 178

1,327 630 208

1,612 765 253

1,897 900 298

3,797 1,800 598

9,497 4,500 1,498

15,197 7,200 2,398

Table 3: Benchmark Details

where n represents the solution variable size, # KL the number of linear cones in the

solution variable, and the # Ks column represents the number of second order cones

in the solution variable. Furthermore, all SOCs are 4-dimensional.

For small problems (1-1,000 solution variables), the customized solvers solved the

problems about two times faster than the Bsocp solver (Figure 7). Problems with

about 2,000 solution variables gain almost no advantage by customization, as ex-

pected. ECOS and Bsocp performed similarly for small-to-medium problems, with

each taking turns outperforming the other over different regions.
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Figure 7: Planetary Landing Benchmark for real-time solvers and problems of small

to medium size
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Figure 8: Planetary Landing Benchmark with broader range of solvers and problem

sizes.

For problems with more solution variables than that of the simulations shown in Fig-

ure 7, instruction cache misses dominate any gains from customization. For this rea-

son, benchmarking results are shown for larger problems without customized solvers.

As one can see from Figure 7, ECOS scales better than Bsocp for problems with more

than about 10,000 solution variables. This trend is due to the linear algebra libraries

in Bsocp not being intended for larger problems. Nonetheless, Bsocp outperforms

SDPT3 and SeDuMi for all problem sizes in the benchmark.
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6.3 Performance on a Flight Processor

As shown in Section 6.2, solution times on the order of milliseconds to tens-of-

milliseconds are possible for smaller problem sizes when run on a 3.4-GHz desktop

processor. For planetary landing, however, PDG would be expected to run on a

radiation-hardened flight processor. As an example of a flight processor, the Mars

Science Laboratory used a BAE RAD750 PowerPC for its entry, descent, and landing.

This flight processor currently has a clock speed on the order of 200 MHz.

Therefore, for eventual landing applications on bodies other than the Earth, it is

important to characterize the runtime of a representative PDG problem on a flight

processor. Due primarily to differences in instruction sets (x86 processors are CISC

or hybrid, whereas the PowerPC is RISC) and memory access speeds, a PDG runtime

on a desktop processor cannot simply be scaled by clock speed to a flight processor

(i.e., increasing the runtime on a desktop by a factor of 3000 MHz / 200 MHz).

Hence, we ran a convexified PDG algorithm in C on a 200-MHz RAD750 that is part

of a flight software testbed at NASA JPL. The experimental setup of the runtime

characterization is first discussed and then the results.

6.3.1 Setup of Runtime Experiment

Considering the experimental setup, first, the real-time operating system used is Vx-

Works. Additionally, the only other process running on the processor is the Ethernet

driver, and so the PDG has as close to 100% of the processor as practically possible.

Second, note that a convexified PDG algorithm consists of a parser that translates

the guidance problem and data into an SOCP, and a solver that solves the resulting

SOCP in standard form as in Eqn. 11. For this runtime characterization, the parser

is discussed in the companion paper [31]. This parser is written in C and includes

approximations to the standard Problem 3 that reduce runtime. For example, at

each timestep the SOC for the glideslope constraint is replaced with several tangent

planes. The SOC for the speed constraint remains. Runtime data was collected for

both the parser and the solver.
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Third, for the purposes of comparison with results in Section 6.2, the problem’s size

parameters are n = 403, #KL = 263, and #KS = 35. All KS are 4-dimensional.

In addition, there are 286 equality constrains, which is the number of rows in A in

(11). This problem size lies approximately between the first two points of Figure

7. However, as noted, there are fewer second order cones than in the benchmark

problem.

Fourth, a stressing instantiation of the PDG problem is desired. “Stressing” in this

context does not mean size: given the speed of flight processors, a smaller-sized prob-

lem would likely be flown. Instead, the goal is to have as many inequality constraints

active as possible. An active constraint has at least one time step in which the

associated slack variable is zero. Colloquially, the solution “rides” each inequality

constraint at least once.

The stressing problem is a speed-limited divert as discussed in the companion paper.

The maximum-thrust-angle, maximum-speed, and maximum-thrust constraints are

all active. Due to the desire to activate the maximum-speed constraint—it is the sole

SOC state constraint—the resulting divert trajectory approximates a straight line

from initial position to final position. This straight-line behavior, in turn, necessarily

deactivates the glideslope constraint. The behavior also deactivates the minimum-

thrust constraint as follows. The thrust profile is essentially “bang-off-bang” in mag-

nitude. During the “off” portion, the vehicle is coasting at maximum speed with

thrust that cancels weight. Since the minimum thrust is less than the vehicle weight

at all points in the trajectory—allowing the vehicle to “fall”—minimum-thrust is

never needed.

Fifth, since the stressing problem rides the maximum-speed constraint, the minimum-

time solution is empirically determined to be the minimum-fuel solution. That is,

considering the propellant mass needed to divert as a function of time-of-flight, if the

time-of-flight is less than some t∗, the resulting PDG problem is infeasible. Above t∗,

the propellant mass increases monotonically to the physical limits of problem (mass

must remain positive). See Figure 9. The relevance of this behavior to runtime

characterization is explained subsequently.
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Figure 9: Optimal Propellant as a Function of Time-of-Flight for a

Small, Stressing PDG Problem.

Sixth, runtime varies with whether a given time-of-flight is infeasible or feasible.

Moreover, if the time-of-flight is feasible, runtime varies with distance to the feasibility

boundary. If the time-of-flight is infeasible, the runtime to certify infeasibility can also

vary widely. Therefore, the runtime characterization is for a range of times-of-flight

from well within the infeasible range to well within the feasible range.

For this problem, a value of t∗ = 42.1748 s was empirically determined. Note that

this value will vary with the number of points in the time discretization. The times-

of-flight tested are centered on this t∗ and go from 29.7998 s to 54.5498 s in 0.25 s

steps, producing 100 times-of-flight. These times-of-flight stretch sufficiently far into

the feasible range for the runtime to exhibit a steady-state behavior. Similarly, they

stretch far enough into the infeasible range that the apparent variations in runtime

are captured. Also, these times give both an infeasible and a feasible time-of-flight

within 0.125 s of t∗.

Seventh, to average out any runtime variations due to intermittent maintenance tasks

of the operating system, the PDG calculation is repeated 25 times for each of the 100

times-of-flight.

Finally, a complication in compiling the customized solver for the target processor

and operating system was that the default optimization level -O0 had to be used

for reliable performance. Nonetheless, many other individual optimization flags were

enforced as well as the appropriate -march option.
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6.3.2 Runtime Results

The main result is shown in Figure 10(a), which shows mean runtimes for the cus-

tomized solver for the stressing PDG problem as a function of time-of-flight. Mean

solver runtimes vary between approximately 0.4 s and 1.3 s for solutions with duality

gaps that are less than 1e-9. Observe that simply scaling a 3ms runtime from Figure

8 by 3.4 GHz/200 MHz gives 0.051 s, which underestimates the runtimes by an order

of magnitude.

(a) Mean runtime of customized solver. Estimate is num-

ber of iterations multiplied by mean time for an iteration

for times-of-flight ≥ 50 s.

(b) Number of iterations in solver.

(c) Per time-of-flight, difference between 25 runtimes and

mean.

Figure 10: Performance of the Customized Solver on a Flight Pro-

cessor for a Small, Stressing PDG Problem as a Function of Time-

of-Flight.
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Before discussing these results further, consider Figure 10(c), which shows the vari-

ations from the mean runtime for each of the times-of-flight. Observe that the vari-

ations are clustered around 0ms and are uncorrelated with the mean runtimes in

Figure 10(a) and with feasibility. These independent, small variations from the mean

show that no intermittent tasks were meaningfully interrupting the solver. Also, since

the magnitudes of the variations from the mean are < 1%, the mean runtimes can

accurately be referred to simply as “runtimes.”

In addition, over all of the 2500 PDG trajectory optimizations, the parser runtime

averaged 2.1ms per trajectory with variations of only several microseconds. This

repeatable runtime for the parser is expected because it only encodes data: its com-

putations are not affected by feasibility or infeasibility.

Comparing Figures 10(a) and 10(b), it is clear—and expected—that for feasible tra-

jectories, runtime is effectively the number of iterations multiplied by the average

time for an iteration. It is also expected that more iterations are required to converge

as the time-of-flight approaches the feasibility boundary from the feasible side. To

obtain an average time per iteration, note that for times-of-fight larger than 50 s, the

number of iterations is 11 and the runtime is almost constant (there is a slight down-

ward trend). Computing an average runtime-per-iteration from these times-of-flight

and multiplying by the number of iterations produces the estimates shown in Figure

10(a). The two outliers in the estimates are an area for future investigation.

Considering the left-hand side of Figure 10(a), the time to determine infeasibility is

uncorrelated with number of iterations, which is not unexpected since each iteration

can move to a significantly different area of the solution domain. Moreover, it can take

50% longer to determine infeasibility than to calculate a barely-feasible trajectory.

The non-customized, general solver was also tested. All the characteristics displayed

in Figure 10 are identical for the general solver on a flight processor, except that

the time to determine infeasibility is relatively constant at 1.55 s. More importantly,

since the -O3 compile flag could not be enforced in the current implementation of

the customized solver, customization gives only a 16% speed improvement over the

general solver on this flight processor. A 50% improvement was obtained on a desktop

processor.
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Nonetheless, it has been shown that per time-of-flight, infeasibility or an optimal

trajectory can be calculated in approximately 0.7 s—the average of all 2500 solver

runtimes—on a state-of-the-art radiation-hardened flight processor. In practice, PDG

would not have the whole processor to itself, but would be running in the background

with, for example, 25%-to-30% processor availability. In this case, the effective run-

time per time-of-flight increases to approximately 2.5 s, which is still suitable for

on-board implementation [54].

7 Conclusion

Convexification theory has been extended for maximal divert PDG problems to allow

for continuously active state constraints in addition to simultaneously active thrust

pointing constraints. This theoretical achievement enabled terrestrial test flights,

where the velocity constraint is active for continuous intervals along the trajectory.

Furthermore, a fast and reliable solver implementation was developed in order to

exploit the lossless convexification of the problem in real-time and onboard the test

vehicle.

Finally, the developed solver, in both general and custom implementations, was

demonstrated on a radiation-hardened flight processor. The solver runtimes for a

small, stressing powered descent guidance problem—as might be expected in practice—

were characterized. Future work will include tailoring the customization to unique

aspects of flight processors and performing a more extensive characterization of run-

time across a range of powered descent scenarios. Nonetheless, it has been shown

that even running in the background on a flight processor, an optimal powered de-

scent trajectory could be calculated in approximately 2.5 s, which is attractive for

on-board implementation. In short, it may be argued that the initial feasibility of

solving for a powered descent trajectory on board a spacecraft using real-time convex

optimization has been demonstrated, maturing the technology readiness level of the

proposed method.
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